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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
ONE AsHHuRioN PLACE

BOSTON, MASSACITruSETTS 02108-1598

THOMAS F. REUiLY (617) 727-2200
Ac'kNERY GENERAL www ago state ma us

FAx TRANS-MlISSION
To: Edward A. Boling, Esq. Date: September 23, 2004

Deputy General Counsel
Freedom of Infonnation Officer
Council on Environmental Quality

Fax# (202) 456-0753 Pages: I..L 0 including this

From: James R. Mfilkey, Assistant Attorney cvrset
General, Chief
Carol lanai, Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Division

Subject: Appeal of FOIA Request to CEQ Regarding the U.S. Climate Action Report 2002

COMIMENTS:

CONFIDENTIALITY
The documents accompanying tbis teleropier transmission contain information which may be confidential and./or
nrilylened. The information is intended solely for the use of the addressee named above. If you are not the intended
reccpient, you are advised that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the informution transmittod. is
prohibited. If you have received this telecopier transmission in error, please notify the sender by telephone
immediately and return the original transmission to the sender by first class mail via the U.S. Postal Service. Thank
-you for your compliance.
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

ONE ASHBURTON PLACE
BosToN, MASSACHUSFTnS 02108-1598

ATTORN1 sERELLYL 
(617) 727-2200

September 23, 2004

ByMal n Fx 20.56073

Edward A. Doling, CEQ FOIA Appeals Officer
Executive Office of the President
Council on Environmnental Quality
722 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20503

Re: Freedom atf Information Act Appeal Of Request Regarding the
U.S Climate Action Report 2002

Dear Mr. Baling:

On July 15, 2003, the Cormnonwealth of Massachusetts and the States of Connecticutaind Maine requested the following documents from the Council an Environmental Quality(CEQ) pursuant to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA):

All records of, or concerning, communications by or to CEQ in 2002 or 2003concerning either the U.S. Climate Action Report 2002, which was submitted tothe United Nations in May 2002 (Climate Action Report), or drafts or revisions ofthe Climate Action Report.

Ely letter dated August 9, 2004 from Dinah Bear, General Counsel, CEQ sent us its finalresponse to our request. In that response, CEQ provided a total of 62 documents and withheld90 documents in whole or i part (I15 documents comprising an undisclosed number of pageswere not provided at all; 75 documents totaling 358 pages were provided with redactions, manyof which were very substantial). We are writing today to appeal the withholding of thesedbcuments and of documents withheld through an earlier CEQ response to this FOIA request.'

'In a preliminary response dated November 1, 2003, CEQ withheld portions of 29documents. An appeal of this earlier response is proper at this time given that it was identifiedaa"preliminary" response and given that we only now learned of the troubling conduct theagency demonstrated in its final response and through an "oversight"'the agency just disclosed ina related FOTA request discussed below.
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As discussed below, CEQ not Only has failed to Provide an adequate justification for itswithholding, but its responses reveal numerous apparet substantive violations of FOIA. In fact,CEQ's inadvertent disclosure Of' certain material that it tried to redact unequivocallydemonstrates that the agency has tried to skirt its statutory obligations. In addition, with regardto a separate FOIA request that Massachusetts filed on climiate change issues, CEQ just last weekconceded that through "an oversight," the agency's previously-submitted "final response" to thatrequest failed to identify 69 CEQ documents (totaling 890 pages) that it had withheld withoutproviding any justification or even letting us know such documents were at issue. See, letterdated September 15, 2004, from Edward A. Boling, CEQ Deputy General Counsel (copyattached), Together, these examples show that CEQ repeatedly withheld from the public eyedocumenits that the agency has a legal duty to disclose.

Jn enacting FOIA, Congress intended to implement a "general philosophy of full agencydisclosure," manifest in a presumption in favor of disclosure. DOI v. Kiamath Water UsersP~rotective Ass 'yr 532 U.S. 1, 8 (2001); see also Judicial Watch, Inc. v. DOJ, 365 F.3cI 108,I1 12 (D.C. Cir. 2004). The exemptions outlined in 5 U.S.C. § 552(b) are to be narrowlyconstrued. Fine v. US DOE, 830 F. Supp. 570, 576 (D. N.M. 1993). Furthermore, the burden ison the agency to prove the validity of the rationale stipulated when documents are withheld.5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B).

Here, CEQ largely seeks to rely on "Exemption 5" set forth in 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5).tinder Exemption 5, CEQ may "exempt those documents, and only those documents normallyprivileged in the civil discovery context." NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 Ul.S. 132, 149(1975); Tax Analysts v. IRS, 294 F.3d 71, 76 (D.C. Cir. 2002). To the extent that CEQ mayclaim that documents or portions of documents withheld fkll within Exemption 5's deliberativeprocess privilege, CEQ has the burden of showing that exempt information is both pre-decisional (antecedent to the adoption of an agency policy) and deliberative (reflective of thegive-and-take of the consultative process, when considering the nature of the decision makingauthority vested in the author and the relative position in the agency's chain of command of therecipiento. See e.g., Coastal States Gas Corp. v. DOE, 617 F.2d 854, 866 (D.C. Cir. 1980);-USDOJ Freedom of Infornmation Act Guide, May 2004. Explanations or interpretations ofagency action are not covered by the deliberative process exemption. See e.g., NLRB v. Sear-s,Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. 132, 152-54 (1975); Ryan v. Department of Justice, 617 F.2d '781, 790-9 1 (D.C. CiT. 19 80)(Exemption 5 does not apply to statements that constitute a statement of afinal opinion or policy of an agency or that explain actions that an agency has already taken).Also, factual information, such as, for example, the names of' authors of a documenrt withprotected contents, are not covered by the deliberative process exemption. Gregory v. Board ofGovernors of the Federal Reserve System, 496 F.Supp. 342, 343 (D. D.C. 1980). To beprotected from disclosure as a direct part of the deliberative process privilege, the infoannationmust also be an "inter-agency or intra-agency" document. See e.g., USDOJ Freedom of
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Information A4ct Guide, May 2004. CEQ retains the burden to show that withheld infornation infact meets these criteria and that the general policy matters to which the deliberative processPrivilege caters would actually be harmed. See Coastal States Gas Corp. v. DOE, 617 F.2d854, 865-66 (D.C. Cir. 1980).

In making such a showing, CflQ must focus on the effect of the materials' release,specifically whether doing so: 1) discourages candid discussions on matters of policy, 2) causespremature disclosure of proposed policies before final adoption or 3) prenlaturely disclosespolicy rationale that actually was not the ultimate grounds for the agency's action, thusconfusing and misleading the public. See USDOJ Freedom ofInformation 4Ac Guide, May2004. The policies and potential detriments of releasing the information are not to be given'talismanic effect," but require carefI4 consideration. See Mead Data Central, Inc. v. US Dep tof the A4ir Force, 402 P. Supp. 460, 464 (D. D.C. 1975). Conclusory statements are not sufficientto meet the agency's high burden (see Bristol-Me~yers Co. v. FTC, 598 F.2d 1 8 (D.C. Cir. 1978)),and loosely characterized rationales without reasonable specificity are also inadequate. Bernsoniot ICC, 625 F. Supp. 13, 16 (D. Mass. 1985). Because of the taxation on judicial energy andmanpower that would otherwise result, `(tihe burden has been placed specifically by statute onthe Government"' and not just to "aver that the factual nature of the information is such that itfalls under one of the exemptions" - in this way, to "gain an advantage by claiming overbroadexemptions." Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820, 825-26 OD.C. Cir. 1973).

CEQ also seeks to relies on "Exemption 6" set forth in 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6) forredactions it made in up to 29 documents provided with its November 1, 2003 response,Exemption 6 protects disclosures of those "personnel and medical files and similar files" thatwould constitute a "clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." S U.S.C. § 552(b)(6).Exemption 6 requires a Court to balance an individual's right of privacy against the basic policyof opening agency action to the public scrutiny. Department of State v. Ray, 502 U.S. 164, 175(1991). "The Supreme Court has rejected the position that disclosure of alist ofrnames and otheridentifying information is inherently and always a significant threat to the privacy of theindividuals on the list." Washington Post Co. v. United States Department of~griczdture, 943F.Supp. 31, 34 (D.C. Gin. 19 9 6 )(intemal quotation omitted). Rather, disclosure of names thatpose only a die minim is threat to personal privacy are not protected. Id. "[Ujuless the invasion ofprivacy is 'clearly unwarated,' the public interest in disclosure must prevail. ,... FOIA's basicpolicy .. . focuses on the citizens' right to be informed about what their government is up to."Department of State v. Ray, at 177-78 (citations and internal quotations omitted).

Inaideiaisi E ~nses.

In the faice of these heavy burdens and presumptions to narrowly construe theexemptions, CEQ has provided only conclusory assertions that the withheld documents orredacted information are either nonresponsive or are exempt under 5 U. S.C. § 552(b)(5) and§ 552(b)(6). CEQ has provided no factual basis or rationale to support such conchusory
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statements. CEQ has provided no information at all regarding what tewthl ouet rrftedacleed pormtions.o ouet actuallyCE are or why Or how it alleges they meet the requirementsof te alegd exmptons IndedCEQhas not even identified which privilege it claims appliesunder Exemption S (i.e., deliberative process privilege, attorney work product, etc.) and, for the29 redacted documents provided November 1, 2003, C-EQ has not even identified whichexemption - Exemption 5 or 6 or both - that it contends applies to each of those.

CEQ's own regulations require that a fill or partial denial of a FOIA request mustinclude "the reasons for any denial" and "the names of any other individuals who participated inthe decision" in addition to the FOIA officer who signs the letter. 40 GYMR. § l5li.5(c)(3). Theconchusory reliance on Exemption S and Exemption 6 without providing reasons how or whyinfornation allegedly withheld or redacted is in the scope of that exemption Tails to comportwith CEQ's own regulations. Moreover, CEQ admits to having consulted with other agencies ordepartments yet failed to identity "the names of any other individuals who participated in thedecision," which also vioLates CEQ's regulations,

To carry its burden regarding the partial denial of our request, CBQ must show thatwithheld documents and redacted portions or documents are in fact exempt under 5 U.S.c.§ 522 (b)(5), and it must identity by name any individual who participated in the decision. CEQmust provide information detailing the documents withheld and how the asserted rationalesapply to them. CEQ bears the burden to demonstrate that it disclosed all reasonably segregable,rnonexempt information, and conchasory statements are again not sufficient. Davin v. USDOJ, 60F.3d 1043, 1052 (3d Cir. 1995). For CEQ to fulfill its obligations, we request that it provide aDill Vaughn index that provides an adequate rationale for each document or portion of eachdocument that CEQ claims is exempt. See St. Andrews Park, Inc. v. US Dep t ofArmy Corps ofEng'rs, 299 F. Supp. 2d 1264, 1271 (S.D. Fla. 2003):

A true Y-agjh index identifies discrete portions of documents and identifies theexemption pertaining to each portion of the document. In most cases, such an indexprovides the date, source, recipient, subject matter and nature of each document insufficient detail to penmit the requesting party to argue effectively against the claimedexemptions and for the court to assess the applicability of the claimed exemptions.
CEO's Inadvertent Disc-losure of -Materiakjl ornerblyT~rid tithh~ol~d.

Our review of the August 9 ht final response revealed several instances of CEQ trying tow.,itliliold material that is plainly not protected by any exemnption. Three examples follow.
1. On July 17, 2002,l11Attorneys Gen~eral sent aletter to President Bush urging himto adopt a comprehensive policy to regulate greenhouse gases to better protectpublic health and welfare and the American economy from impacts of globalwarming. As disclosed in a document identified as "ARMS 305," Kenneth L.
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Peel, Associate Director for Global Environmental Affairs for CEQ, had an e-aIlexchange with Senator Bagel's office regarding the July 17, 2002 letter. CEQblacked out a Portion of the e-null exchange claiming that it was protected from.disclosure by flxenmption 5. The portion that CEQ intended to redact comes froman e-mai from Senator Bagel's Office to Mr. Peel. The words under the black-out can actually be read, however, revealing that the deleted sentences state:

II asked a friend at the GOP A~s association if these are all Dem.AGs. He said they're all ",communist Democrats."

Wvhile we can see why CEQ might desire to avoid disclosing such statements,there is no conceivable basis for the agency asserting that they are protected underExemption 5, or any other exemption.

2. The second example involves an e-mail from Margot Anderson of the Department ofEnergy to Phil Cooney, CEQ Chief of Staff. Here, the inadvertent disclosure stems notfrom an insufficiently dark pen, but from the redactor's missing the fact that the full textof the c-mail was repeated twice in the e-mail (the second timne being difficult to readgiven that it was interspersed with various formatting and other codes). As a result, asentence that CEQ tried to withhold as privileged again can be read. The full text readsas follows, with the portion CEQ claimed is exempt from disclosure under Section 5highlighted:

uTNrCCC CAR. Review. I believe State has talked to you aboutthe UTNFCCC review of the Climate Action Report. We werecontacted by State to help out directly (which would involve
answering UNFCCC questions about how we derived theinformation reported in the chapters we had input on), We urgedState to make sure you were aware of the review as there maybe sensitivities given the notoriety of the report - the review
may open up these Issues once again.

See, e-mail identified by CEQ as "ARMS 528." The sentence that CEQ claims issubject to protection is no more "pre-decisional" or "deliberative" than thebeginning of the paragraph. Thus, while this example may not be as colorful asthe first, it equally demonstrates that CEQ is seeking to avoid its duties under
FOIA.

3. The third example involves an e-mail that Dan Reifsnyder at the Department ofState sent to numerous individuals at EPA, NOAA, DOE, USDA, State, and toPhil Cooney and Samuel A. Themnstrom of CEQ with the subject: "U.S. ClimateAction Report. Final Press Guidance." Here, the inadvertent disclosure of
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material that CEQ improperly tried to withhold stems from the fact that thisdocument appears twice, identified as both "ARMS I 87'l and "STATE 2."ARMS 187 provides the first sentence Of the e-mail text and redacts most of therest of it. In contrast, "STATE 2" provides the entire text of the c-mail message,which reads as follows (with the portion redacted from ARMS 187 highlighted):

Attached for your use as appropriate is the final cleared pressguidance concerning the U.S, Climate Action Report. The onlychange from the version sent to you last night is on page 4where we deleted the words "by the Environmental ProtectionAgency" in the 4th full paragraph, line 3, after "would betransmitted electronically" and before "during the week of
May 27, 2002."1 We made this change to make dlear that theformal tranlsmittal of the U.S. Climate Action Report to the
U.N. Framework Convention secretariat was the responsibilityof the Department of State and was undertaken by the
Department of State.

A statement explaining an agency action already taken - such as a final pressguidance - is neither "pre-decisional" nor "deliberative" and is not protected fromdisclosure under Exemption 5, In addition, a final press guidance is not itself afinal policy of the agency but rather a description or statement of a previous one.Thus, the e-mail text discussing a change to the final press guidance is also not a"pre-decisional"or "deliberative" document subject to protection from disclosure,
wider ExemptioD 5.

Other Aipmrent FOIA Violations.

The examples included above provide incontrovertible evidence that CEQ asserted thatdocuments were subject to exemptions without any legal basis for doing so. Especially giventhat these examples camne to light only through the CEQ's failed attempt to conceal themn, we areconcerned about what other documents CEQ is withholding withoutjustification. In fact, evenbased only on the responses to date, our review has uncovered other examples of apparentsubstantive POIA violations. Again, three examples follow,

1I Numerous e-mail documents that CEQ disclosed to us include redactions of tihe identityof one or more of the participants in the commnznication, as well as other factala, non-deliberative information. Such purely factual information is simply not protected fromdisclosure.

2. An e-mail exchange between Tom Gibson of EPA and Phil Cooney with the subject linereading "FRO [sic] USE/PREP FOR TODAY: U.S. Climate Action Report: Final Press
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Guidanice" concerned the authors of the global warming impacts study commonlyreferred to as the National Assessment, or NAST, which was a foundation of Chapter 6 ofthe CAR. A large portion of Mr. Cooney's reply to Mr. Gibson has been redacted, in thedocument identified as "ARMS 553." The subject of this e-mail exchange and Mr.Gibson's inquiry ("Do you recall the makeup of the NAST team & how they got theircharge?"), in addition to the timing (well after submittal of the CAR to the UNFCCC),strongly suggest that Mr Cooney's reply could not possibly be a "pre-decisional" and"deliberadive" communication regarding any ongoing policy then being developed by
CEQ.

3 . Robert C. McNally, Special Assistant to the President for Economic Policy within theExecutive Office of the President, sent an c-muail to John H. Marburger, Director of theOffice of Science and Technology, also withfin the EIOP, and copied it to several otherindividuals inthe EOP, including Phil Cooney. The "subject" of this e-mail is listed as:"Testimony." The text of this e-mail, identified as document "ARMS 264," starts as
follows:

Dr. Marburger, I just wanted to say thank you for addressing our
concerns in your testimony. After reading it, for the first time I am
confident that we will have a chance to correct the misperception
about our view of the climate science that surfaced in the media
and on the Hill since the CAR report came out.

CEQ blacked-out the remaining three and a half lines of the text that immediatelyfollow. Given the short length of the e-mail, and its subject of "Testimony," it isdifficult to imagine that the concluding statement, which is redacted, is either
nonresponsive (i~e., not about the CAR), or is somehow a pre-decisional
deliberation of an official CEQ policy then under development. If the redactedinformation merely explains or further discusses the substantive policy regardingthe already released official report submitted to the United Nations, it is not
protected.

Conclusion:

CEQ violated its obligations under FOIA and under its own regulations in responding toour FOIA request. Regardless of whether such violations are due to an intentional effort toconceal unprotected, but potentially embarrassing comments, or due to simple negligence in thelevel of care used by CEQ in evaluating responsive documents, such violations call into questionthe legality of all of CEQ's decisions to withhold documents or information. At a miiniturn,CEQ must provide a detailed description of the withheld documents and redacted portions ofdocuments, its reasons and factua] bases for claiming that they fall within Exemption S orExemption 6, and the names of all individuals that participated in the decisions. CEQ must
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disclose any documents or portions of documents that do not clearly meet the exemptionstandards. We reserve the right to challenge CEQ's continued withholding oneit hascompleted these steps. oc

We are submitting these comments on behalf of theCommowat fMsahstsand the States of Connecticut and Maine,.owat fMsahsts

Sincerely,

James R. Milkey
Assistant Attorney General, Chief

Environmental Protection Division
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N96UTIVE dFcFIC OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

WASHINGTON, DC. 20503

September 15, 2004

Carol Iancu
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Division
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Office of the Attorney General
200 Portland Street
Boston, Massachrnsetts 02114

Re: Freedom of Information Act request regarding C02/Fabricant memo

Dear Ms. Ianon:

Thbis is a follow-up to the "final response" of the Council on Environmental Quality
("CEQ") to your December 4, 2003 Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") request. That letter,
daired July 15, 2004, itemized twenty-one (21) documents which had been refenred to the
Department of Justice ("DOT') and the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") for
con.1sultation and recommendations on matters regarding release. These documents were
reviewed by Pauline Milius for the Environment and Natural Resources Division of DOJ and
Nancy Ketcham-Colwill for EPA's Office of the General Counsel.

Due to an oversight on my part, I neglected to inform. you that we are also withholding
sixty-nine (69) CEQ documents, totaling eight hundred and ninety (890) pages. These CEQ
documents were reviewed by CEQ Chief of Staff, Philip Cooney; Associate Director for Global
Environmental Affairs, Kenneth Peel; and Deputy General Counsel and FOIA Officer, Edward
Boling. Wr. Cooney participated solely in his capacity as custodian of the records of CEQ
Chainnan lames L. Connaughton. These documents are being withheld as material exempt from
disclosure pursuant to title 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5).

This completes our response to your request. If you ame dissatisfied with our action on
this request you may appeal it by writing to the CEQ FOLA Appeals Officer, 722 Jackson Place,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20503, within 45 days of the date of this letter (because of problems
with mail transmittal, we suggest that you also fax any such appeal to Dinab Bear at 202-456-
0753). Again, I regret the oversight and thank you for your cooperation throughout this process.

Sincerely,

Deputy GenralCi ~ e
Freedom of Information Officer


